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A global heat flux model based on a fractional derivative of plasma pressure is proposed for the heat transport
in fusion plasmas. The degree of the fractional derivative of the heat flux, α, is defined through the power balance
analysis of the steady state. The model was used to obtain the experimental values of α for a large database of
the Joint European Torus (JET) carbon-wall as well as ITER like-wall plasmas. The fractional degrees of the
electron heat flux are found to be α < 2, for all the selected pulses in the database, suggesting a deviation from
the diffusive paradigm. Moreover, the results show that as the volume integrated input power is increased, the
fractional degree of the electron heat flux converges to α ∼ 0.8, indicating a global scaling between the net
heating and the pressure profile in the high-power JET plasmas. The model is expected to provide insight into
the proper kinetic description for the fusion plasmas and improve the accuracy of the heat transport predictions.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevResearch.2.013027
I. INTRODUCTION
Fusion plasmas are open systems with continuous energy
input, inherently having a continuous drive of turbulence
at many scales, i.e., similar to or approaching a scale-free
process, leading to a behavior that is much more complex
than standard diffusion. It is now recognized that turbulence-
induced transport phenomena must be interpreted in the
framework of the anomalous or turbulent diffusion as opposed
to “normal” diffusion which is due to Brownian motion de-
scribed by the Wiener process [1]. Anomalous transport is
characterized by non-Gaussian (e.g., exhibiting a power-law
tail) self-similar nature of the probability distribution function
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Indeed, fluctuation measurements by Langmuir probes
have provided abundant evidence to support the idea that
density and potential fluctuations are distributed according to
non-Gaussian PDFs and exhibit long-range correlations; see
Refs. [10–22]. Recent analysis of fluctuation measurements
from beam emission spectroscopy (BES) of mega ampere
spherical tokamak (MAST) plasmas also shows evidence of
skewed PDFs of density fluctuations in the near turbulence
threshold regimes; see Ref. [23,24]. The skewed PDFs are
suggested to be due to breaking of up-down and reflection
symmetries of the fluctuation field by sheared flows [25].
Similar results were witnessed at the Large Plasma Device
facility at UCLA [26], where vorticity probes (VP) were
used to directly measurement the vorticity associated with
E × B flow shear. These regimes possess complex dynamics
and self-organization properties that display unimodal non-
Gaussian features, which is one of the signatures of inter-
mittent turbulence with patchy spatial structure that is bursty
in time [27–29]. Therefore, the statistical properties of such
dynamical chaotic systems fall outside the domain of the
diffusive paradigm described by Brownian motion.
Another school of thought based on fractional kinetics
for systems with Hamiltonian chaos has gained momentum
in different areas of applications, such as particle dynamics
in different potentials, particle advection in fluids, plasma
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physics and fusion devices, quantum optics, and many others
[30,31]. The characteristics of the kinetics are involved with
fractional kinetics and the most important are anomalous
transport, superdiffusion, and weak mixing. Fractional ki-
netics are tied closely to Lévy statistics, describing fractal
processes (Lévy index α where 0 < α  2) [32]. Lévy statis-
tics are considered to be at the heart of complex processes
such as anomalous diffusion that can be generated by random
processes that are scale invariant. From a physical point of
view, these Lévy flights are the results of strong collisions
between the particle and the surrounding environment, such as
turbulence-driven flows. The scale-invariant and self-similar
nature of Lévy stable distributions gives rise to the occurrence
of large increments of the velocity and position coordinates
during small time increments, violating the local character of
the collision integrals in the traditional deterministic equa-
tions. Experimental observation of the intermittent particle
flux at the edge of ADITYA tokamak has been reported in
Refs. [33–35], where Lévy processes are thought to play key
roles in the bursty fluctuations.
Even though the application of fractional kinetics in the
study of turbulence phenomena shows great promise in re-
solving many open issues in the field, the current state of
the art has not gone beyond phenomenological levels such
as fractional Fokker-Plank equation (FFPE) [36,37] or Lévy
random walk ideas [38]. An important reason for this is the
lack of a connection between the dynamic of the system to
that of the Lévy index α. Clearly a dynamical system moving
through different phases, e.g., laminar to transitional to fully
developed turbulent flow, cannot be simply fixed by a given α
a priori. Instead, it has to be linked to the underlying nonlinear
dynamic of the system. A way to obtain the information re-
garding the value of α is to directly examine the experimental
data.
In this work, we propose a global transport model based
on a fractional approach. In this reduced model, the aim is to
construct a transport model that can represent most plasmas
with sufficiently high fidelity in terms of reproducing plasma
profiles and significantly reduced computing resources. The
main objective is to define the fractional index α, of the heat
flux in tokamak plasma experiments through a power balance
analysis of the steady-state profiles over the whole plasma
region. Here, the divergence of the heat flux is modeled by
a fractional derivative of the plasma pressure. The model
depends on a single fractional index α that describe the degree
of the global heat transport; i.e., the flux of the transported
scalar at a point depends on the gradient of the scalar through-
out the entire domain. This leads to constant heat diffusion
coefficient to the cost of a fractional power exponent α over
the radial profile in contrast to current modeling efforts where
sharp variation in heat diffusivity while using a regular model
with α = 2.0 in each radial point is found. Analysis show
that the experimental values of α for a large database of the
JET carbon-wall as well as ITER like-wall plasmas is <2
with slightly lower values obtained for electrons than for ions.
Here it is pertinent to keep in mind that the success of a
fractional model indicates that there is a lack of physics in
the current collisional and turbulent transport models which
may be due to unphysical variations in the coefficient of heat
diffusivity [39–45], namely the superdiffusive character of
the heat transport. Note that although we have employed the
methodology for heat flux in magnetically confined plasmas,
it is a general methodology that could be applied in any
instance where a fractional model of dynamics is used.
II. THE GLOBAL TRANSPORT MODEL
We start by examining the fluid equation for conservation





p j (r, t ) + ∇ · Qj (r, t ) = Hj (r, t ), (1)
where r represents the cylindrical coordinate system (R, Z, φ)
with R being the radial position along the major radius, Z
being the vertical position, and φ being the toroidal angle.
Qj describes the heat flux, Hj is the net heating, and p j
is the pressure. The parallel (to the magnetic field lines)
heat transport in tokamaks is significantly higher than the
perpendicular one, and we can assume equilibration in parallel
direction. Here, therefore, we neglect the parallel heat flux and
only consider the heat transport in (R, Z ) plain. In addition to
Eq. (1), an equation for the evolution of the density profile
is also needed; however, we have limited our analysis to the
heat transport. Note that in principle a heat flux defined as (1)
includes all the processes that contribute to the steady-state
heat flux, i.e., magneto-hydro-dynamic (MHD), turbulence
as well as the neoclassical processes. We now introduce a
modified equation including the following general form for
the divergence of the heat flux (see Ref. [46]),
∇ · Qj (r, t ) = Dα j|r|S j p j (r, t ), (2)
where Dα j|r| is the fractional derivative operator with α j as the
index of the fractional derivative [46]. To ensure the correct
dimensionality, we have introduced Ss as an effective (i.e.,
constant) superdiffusive transport coefficient with the dimen-
sionality of [Lα j /s]. For α j = 2, we get a purely diffusive
model, and for α j = 1 we obtain a purely convective transport
model where the flux is defined as Qj = S j p j , and S j [L/T ]
becomes the heat convective velocity. For α < 2, therefore,
the transport is so-called superdiffusive, and as αs is lower the
level of the superdiffusive transport is higher.
To define α j , we propose to make use of the Fourier





p̂ j (k, t ) − |k|α j p̂ j (k, t ) = Ĥj (k, t ). (3)
Here, X̂ represents the Fourier representation of quantity X
and k =
√
k2R + k2Z , where k = (2π/L)[0 . . . M/2 − 1 0 −
M/2 + 1 . . . − 1] with L = 2m in the radial direction and
L = 4m in the vertical direction. M = 256 modes have been
considered. For simplicity, we have assumed Sj = 1. This
means that all the physics contributing to the transport,
namely collisional, neoclassical, and turbulence processes, is
contained within the fractional index α j . Through a power
balance analysis using Eq. (3), we can find the following
expression for α j :
α j =
log
( Ĥj−(3/2)∂t p̂ j
−p̂ j
)
log |k| . (4)
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FIG. 1. The computed value of αe for the plasma shot #92071
as function of kR at various kZ ; the corresponding averaged value is
αe = 0.8 (red solid line). This discharge is an ELMy H-mode pulse
of hybrid type from ILW with 30 MW total input power (25 MW NBI
+ 6.6 MW ICRH) and regular type I ELMs during the steady-state
phase.
The fractional index, α j , as defined above, will be a complex
number and a function of k [see, for example, the computed
values of α(kR, kZ ) in Fig. 1]. In the Fourier space, the imagi-
nary part of each wave and the variations in k represent the de-
tail structures in the profiles of heating and the pressure, e.g.,
an off- or on-axis heating schemes, or presence of edge-core
transport barriers. The detail information encapsulated within
the k dependence of α’s should in principle be included in the
superdiffusive transport coefficient, S. Here we are interested
in a fractional transport model with a constant fractional
degree, and therefore, in order to define a scale-independent
fractional index, we perform an averaging over the scales.
Our choice is motivated by the assumption that an averaged
α represents the dominant scale dependence, and it will be
suitable as a first-order transport model. As can be seen in
Fig. 1, for example, the k dependence in a high-power plasma
(#92071) from ITER Like Wall (ILW) with 30 MW total input
power shows a dominant fractional exponent centered around
the average of αe = 0.8 (shown with solid red line). We note
that by taking a constant α < 2 the dependence on different
scales is closer to the experimental spectrum as compared to a
regular diffusion model.
It is interesting to note the similarities of this scaling to
the situation where fluid is forced on a certain scale, yielding
a cascade (Kolmogorov) with well-defined properties for the
other scales. This relation in α suggests that as the forcing
(input power) increases as a sort of cascade up and down oc-
curs, generating a well-defined fractional scaling (α). Further,
the type of scaling or cascade found may be dependent on the
forcing scale and several regions with different scalings in α
may appear. Furthermore, with decreasing α, the dampening
of small-scale modes such as electron temperature gradient
(ETG) modes will be less prominent, due to the reduced
dissipation effect of the term |k|α . Hence, such modes may be
of enhanced importance in plasmas with a strong nondiffusive
component.
For the steady state, the time-derivative term in the numer-
ator vanishes, and the value of α depends on the ratio of the
heating power to the pressure. In a sense, the single value
of α obtained in this way gives the relation between the two
profiles of pressure and the net heating deposition at the steady
state. It represents the final relaxation state of the pressure
profile due to the all of the different turbulent mechanisms
and collisions that move the energy and particles in and out of
FIG. 2. The computed αe [(a), (b)] and αi [(c), (d)] as functions of
the plasma shot number and the volume integrated net heating power
for the selected JETPEAK dataset.
the confined plasma region. Note that due to the central limit
theorem, a combination of Gaussian and Lévy processes will
not result in a Gaussian process; therefore, finding a fractional
index α = 2 indicates that there are contributions from non-
Gaussian processes which resulted in such a fractal scaling.
In the current study, we have focused on the space frac-
tional derivatives in the steady state to examine the nonlocality
of transport. In principle, the temporal characteristics can
be captured via a time-dependent α following Eq. (3), and
we expect that the degree of nonlocality in space varies
significantly as the plasma transitions from one regime to
another, as suggested by the observed dispersion of α’s
over the input power in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d). The fractional
derivatives are integral derivatives connecting the local flux
to a weight function of derivatives throughout the region of
interest and thus represent the spatial nonlocal characteristics.
A fractional time derivative, therefore, on a similar principle
would connect the local flux in time to a weight function of
derivatives throughout the time evolution window of interest
and therefore accounts for the memory effects in transport.
For example, in such a model, if an ITG mode with ω is active
at some point during the pulse, and it is stabilized later on
during the pulse (maybe as a result of fast ion stabilization
effect), its impact will still be accounted for long after it has
disappeared. Such memory effects may indeed be important
for reaching a steady-state regime and should be examined.
However, the addition of the time fractional derivative in
Eq. (3) would introduce the term ∼|ω|β p̂(k, ω) in place of the
first term. It is not obvious as yet how to interpret the values of
α and β from such an equation directly. A dispersion relation
would be then required as ω = ω(k). The derivation of such a
relation requires a first principle fractional kinetic description
of the plasma state, which is out of the scope of the current
study.
In the following the results of our analysis for a selected
database of the JET tokamak plasmas are presented.
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III. THE JET DATASET AND THE RESULTS
The analysis is performed using a large dataset from the
JETPEAK database [47] of the JET carbon (C) and ITER
like-wall (ILW) experiments. The analyzed dataset contains
1256 samples from 868 different plasma shots. Each sample
is an average over a stationary state for 1 s; therefore, the
time derivative of the pressure in the relation (3) is neglected.
Moreover, due to the time averaging, an average effect from
transitional MHD behaviors such as edge localized modes
(ELMs) and sawteeth crashes are accounted for within the
analyzed profiles.
Ti = Te is assumed, but where charge exchange (CX) spec-
troscopy data are available measured Ti is used; 100% carbon
and beryllium is the only present impurity in the C wall and
ILW plasmas respectively. To compute the ion density, in the
C wall plasmas measured effective charges are used. In ILW,
uniform Zeff = 1.2 is assumed. For electrons the net heating
is computed following = Hin − HRad − Hie, and for the ions
the net heating is computed as = Hin + Hie. Note that Hie = 0
when Ti = Te. The input heating profiles, i.e., Hin, are obtained
from beam deposition code PENCIL [48] and for ICRH by the
code PION [49]. HRad = 20%He is assumed.
The degree of the globality of the transport processes were
determined by computing αe,i’s following the relation (4). An
example of the computed αe as function of mode numbers, kR
and kZ , for the plasma shot #92071 is shown in Fig. 1. To test
the accuracy of the Fourier space derivatives for the heating
and pressure profiles, the first and second derivatives were
computed both in the real and the Fourier spaces where good
agreements were found. The value of fractional index for the
first derivative is found = 1 and for the second derivative = 2,
as expected. However, at higher mode numbers, the values
suffer from numerical errors and thus, a high-k cutoff (cutoff
point is |kR,Z | > 60) is applied before averaging over k>R,Z .
Figures 2(a)–2(d) show the values of αe,i’s as functions of
plasma shot numbers [Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)], where the shot
numbers <80 000 and >80 000 are for the C wall and the ILW
plasmas, respectively. Figures 2(c) and 2(d) show the αe,i’s as
functions of volume integrated net heating. As can be seen
here, in all of the considered plasmas and for both electrons
and ions, the computed fractional degrees are less than 2.
The nature of the heat transport in these plasmas, therefore,
is expected to obey a nondiffusive model. The values of αe,i
cover a wide range from ≈0.5 and ≈1.5 due to the wide dif-
ferences in the heating, fueling, and scenario schemes across
these plasmas. However, a general convergence trend toward
αe,i ∼ 1 is observed with an increase in the total power [see
Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)]. This convergence of α’s indicate that as
the input power is increased, i.e., moving from L-mode to H-
mode plasmas, the underlying physics mechanisms change in
a way to keep a natural relaxation of the steady-state profiles
that is governed by a universal constant. Perhaps this is not
surprising since high-power plasmas at JET are converging
to similar types of plasma scenarios. At lower levels of the
input power, however, the dispersion in α is large since there
is a more significant variation between the plasma regimes at
these power levels.
Figure 3 shows the histograms of the fractional index αe
(black line with square symbols) and αi (red line with circular
FIG. 3. The histogram of the computed αe (black line with square
symbols), and αi (red line with circle symbols) for the selected
JETPEAK dataset.
symbols). The peaks of the distributions are around αe,i ≈ 0.8
and the standard deviations are STDαe = 0.17 and STDαi =
0.21.
In the steady state, the relation (3) can be used to predict
the pressure profiles from the heat deposition profile and α
following the expression
pe,i(r) = IFT[−|k|−αe,i Ĥe,i(k)], (5)
where IFT represents inverse Fourier transformation. Figure 4
shows the predicted pe for the plasma discharge #92071. The
experimental profile (black solid line) is compared to the
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FIG. 4. Comparison of the experimental (black solid line) elec-
tron pressure profile versus normalized poloidal flux index ρp and the
predicted profile following the global transport model in Eq. (5) (red
dash-dotted line) for the plasma discharges #92071. The predicted
pressure profiles with ±0.2 above (blue dotted line with diamond
symbols) and below (green dotted line with circle symbols) the
computed values of αe are also shown. This discharge is an ELMy
H-mode pulse of hybrid type from ILW with 30 MW total input
power (25 MW NBI + 6.6 MW ICRH) and regular type I ELMs
during the steady-state phase.
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FIG. 5. The electron (a) and ion (b) energy confinement times,
τExpt., computed from experimental pressure profiles as a function
of the energy confinement time, τα , computed from the predicted
pressure profiles following the relation (5), are shown.
profile predicted by using the computed α (dash-dotted red
line). The predicted pressure profiles with ±0.2 above (blue
dotted line with diamond symbols) and below (green dotted
line with circle symbols) the computed value of αe are also
shown. As can be seen in Fig. 4, the best agreement between
the experimental and the predicted pressure profiles is found
for the computed value of αe.
IV. FIDELITY OF THE MODEL
As a measure of fidelity of the global model (2), we
have compared the ion and electron energy confinement times
obtained from the experimental pressure profiles with the pre-
dicted ones following the expression τ = ∫ pe,idV/
∫
He,idV ,
where He,i are the experimental heat deposition profiles.
Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show the experimental τExpt. as a
function of predicted τα . Here, the confinement times were
computed by applying the volume integration over the whole
plasma region from the core to the last closed flux surface. A
good agreement is found for the electron energy confinement
times. The agreement for the ions is less good with the
predicted profiles mostly overestimated as compared to the
experimental values within the JETPEAK dataset. However,
due to the absence of Ti measurements in many of the cases,
the predictions for the pi profiles are limited.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
A global heat flux model based on a fractional derivative of
plasma pressure is proposed for the heat transport in the fusion
plasmas. The degree of the globality of the heat transport is
defined through the power balance analysis. In the proposed
fractional model, a single constant fractionality index, α, is
used as the dominant global scale dependence of the transport
which is modified as compared to a diffusive model where
α = 2. Our aim with this work is to find a minimalistic (i.e.,
with the least amount of parameters involved) transport model
that can predict most plasmas, therefore ignoring the detailed
nature and the classifications of the transport processes in-
volved, and bundle their average (time/radial) effect into one
constant parameter, α.
The method was used to study the heat transport in a
selected set of JET plasmas, including C wall and ITER
like-wall, L mode, and H mode, with many different heating
and fueling schemes from a wide range of experimental
programs and plasmas with and without ELMs and various
MHD modes active. The average fractional degree of the heat
flux over the dataset was found as α ∼ 0.8. These results
suggest that a global profile dependency between the net
heating and the pressure profile in the JET plasmas exists,
which results in the relaxation of the pressure profiles to
that of the heating deposition profile with a global decay
rate, i.e., |k|−α . Thus, the profiles from the database of JET
stationary phase are consistent with a constant fractional index
α ≈ 0.8 on average, if one assumes a constant diffusivity
profile and equal for all of the cases. Using the assumption
of a universal transport coefficient, the actual behavior of
the turbulent transport processes correspond to an α index
significantly lower than 2 on average. The 0-D model was
then used to predict the pressure profiles, and the compari-
son between the energy confinement time obtained from the
experimental and the predicted kinetic profiles show a very
good agreement, especially for the electrons. In the future,
the proposed fractional transport model could be used as a
feedback control for the plasma stability and control in real
time by predicting profiles and thus providing a tool to detect
and perhaps prevent or mitigate destructive transport events.
It should be noted that in some cases there is a wider range
of α parameters over the database in particular because these
plasmas are in essence very different with one another regard-
ing many factors such as the neutral beam injection (NBI) or
ion cyclotron frequency heating (ICRH) input power, fueling
scheme, edge localised mode (ELM) control, etc. What we
are observing however, is that a significant number of these
plasmas fall into a similar range for α parameter, especially as
the input power is increased, yielding a transport model with
predictive power in a wide parameter regime.
The most common transport models, e.g., TRANSP,
JETTO, and ETS, assume locality of transport, resulting in
the diffusive approach. Experimentally it has been found
that at least two major observations do not agree with this
assumption: (1) The predicted heat diffusivity coefficient in
most cases does not provide the observed level of transport,
and (2) global interplay among the core, edge, and SOL shows
features of nonlocality of transport such as long-range corre-
lations. Indeed, it is widely accepted that turbulent transport
does not completely follow a locality law, in the sense that
the relation between the flux and the gradient is not precisely
linear, thus naturally yielding a fractional index differing
from 2.
Finally, we would like to make a note that this study is
the first of its kind and its findings are expected to encourage
further discussion on the validity and the mathematical limi-
tations of our current models to address global properties of
transport in fusion plasmas.
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